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Abstract—The Received Signal Strength (RSS) based fingerprinting approaches for indoor localization pose a need for updating the
fingerprint databases due to dynamic nature of the indoor environment. This process is hectic and time-consuming when the size of
the indoor area is large. The semi-supervised approaches reduce this workload and achieve good accuracy around 15% of the
fingerprinting load but the performance is severely degraded if it is reduced below this level. We propose an indoor localization
framework that uses unsupervised manifold alignment. It requires only 1% of the fingerprinting load, some crowd sourced readings and
plan coordinates of the indoor area. The 1% fingerprinting load is used only in perturbing the local geometries of the plan coordinates.
The proposed framework achieves less than 5m mean localization error, which is considerably better than semi-supervised
approaches at very small amount of fingerprinting load. In addition, the few location estimations together with few fingerprints help to
estimate the complete radio map of the indoor environment. The estimation of radio map does not demand extra workload rather it
employs the already available information from the proposed indoor localization framework. The testing results for radio map estimation
show almost 50% performance improvement by using this information as compared to using only fingerprints.
Index Terms—Indoor Localization, Radio Map Estimation, Manifold Alignment.
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I NTRODUCTION

The advent of mobile devices (e.g. laptops, personal
digital assistants (PDAs), smart phones and tablets) has
resulted in the proliferation of location-based services (LBS).
The Global Positioning System (GPS) offers suitable accuracy in outdoor location estimation applications but fails to
provide satisfactory performance in indoor environments
due to the unpredictability of radio propagation. This is
because the GPS signals sent from satellites to devices
become very weak while penetrating through buildings. On
the other hand, wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)
infrastructure using RSS has gained much importance recently over Angle-of-Arrival (AoA) and Time-of-Arrival
(ToA)/Time-Difference-of-Arrival (TDoA) techniques [2]–
[4]. The superiority of RSS based WLAN positioning has
been stressed in [13], [14]. Some of the other techniques
make use of sensory measurements [5]–[8] in users’ mobile
phones. The schemes employing Wi-Fi fingerprinting [9]–
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[12], [30] do not require any investment cost in deploying
Access Points (APs), i.e. existing installed APs can be used
for location estimation. Moreover, the mobile devices are
widely available nowadays and are equipped with Wireless
Network Interface Controller (WNIC) so there is no need for
additional hardware changes.
Indoor positioning using WLAN RSS is broadly divided
into two categories. One category makes use of radio propagation models and statistical modeling as in [15]. The
other category deals with location fingerprinting [9]–[12],
[16], [30]. Location fingerprinting involves two phases, an
offline phase and online one. The radio or fingerprinting
map is obtained in the offline phase where RSS readings
from concerned APs are collected at each reference or grid
point in the indoor area. The online phase involves the
collection of localization request(s) (RSS readings measured
by user(s) to obtain their location(s)). Based on the amount
of fingerprinting load, we can further divide the indoor
localization schemes into two classes. One employing full
fingerprinting map and the other using partial fingerprinting map to estimate the positions in an indoor area.
An example of full fingerprinting map based technique
is [18], where the estimated position is obtained by taking
centroid of the K nearest neighbors to the RSS reading of
the localization request. The technique proposed in [10]–
[12] employs compressive sensing [19]–[21] to localize user,
where the user is considered as sparse in the spatial domain.
The cross correlation information of the signals at different
APs is taken into account in [16] for localization. The location estimation in [17] is done using TDoA and compressed
sensing.
Practical implementation of fingerprinting based indoor
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localization systems requires greater workload in huge indoor areas since the RSS readings need to be collected at
all specified grid points. Moreover, the indoor areas are
also dynamic (for instance, moving carts, people, doors,
elevators, and escalators). This acts as the main cause of RSS
variations when measured at the same grid point. To reduce
the need, cost and effort in constructing and updating full
radio maps, which is a must for all the solutions described
above, another set of solutions is employing learning methods to either estimate the radio map or localize using a
limited number of fingerprints. One solution with reduced
fingerprinting load is proposed in [30], which employs
interpolation method for localization. Some solutions [5]–
[8] estimate location by collecting readings from inertial
sensors (gyroscope, compass, and accelerometer) present
in the mobile devices. Semi-supervised manifold alignment
(SMA) [23] is used in [28], [29] to localize users.
In this work, we aim to further reduce the fingerprinting load (1-5%) while still maintaining low degradation
in performance. In this approach, the server collects a
considerable number of crowd sourced RSS readings from
the casual visitors of the environment. Nonetheless, we
still require some very limited number of labeled positions
(fingerprints) to perturb the geometry of coordinates since
the plan coordinates have symmetrical structure. Indeed, it
becomes difficult to differentiate between the small chunk
of points from one place to another in an indoor area. These
few fingerprints are termed as calibration data/calibration
readings.
Localization requests are obtained in the online phase
and fall under the category of unlabeled data. These are
the readings obtained from users who are interested in
the estimation of their locations. Unsupervised Manifold
Alignment (UMA) [25] is used to tackle the problem of
feature matching between the collected readings and the
available coordinate plan of the indoor environment. The
non-bijective mapping functions transfer the information
from the readings data set to the coordinates data set. The
collection of RSS readings in the online phase takes care of
temporal variations in them to a great extent.
Another task in indoor localization problem involves the
estimation of radio coverage of Wi-Fi APs in an indoor area.
The APs available in the indoor area are not accessible at all
the locations. For example, for a large indoor area such as a
university campus or an airport, the AP accessible at north
side of the area may not be accessible at the south side. The
estimation of signal strength from an AP in an indoor environment gives an idea of possible coverage throughout the
region from that AP. The estimated signal strength values
help predict performance of different services. For instance,
VoIP services, video calling, and video streaming require
high data rates, which in turn require good signal strength.
For low data rate services like online browsing, and text
chatting, low signal strength values are also acceptable.
Moreover, it also helps to find replacement locations for
APs in an indoor environment for good radio coverage.
The placement of a new AP can be judged based on the
already available radio map. The new placement of APs
can also help to reduce the spillage of the signals outside
the indoor premises. These useful applications pose a need
to estimate radio coverage in an indoor environment. The
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estimated radio map can also be used to estimate new
localization requests directly from the map by means of
much simpler algorithms like nearest neighbor (NN) and
k-nearest neighbors approaches. We propose a simple solution for estimating the complete radio map of the indoor
environment which requires only few fingerprints, few localization requests and plan coordinates of the indoor area.
The estimation of radio map from this information can be
regarded as the by-product of the indoor localization system
since it does not need any extra information.
The contributions of the proposed work can be summarized as following. The hectic phase of building radio
map is eliminated because the fingerprinting load used for
localization is almost negligible (approx. 1% of the whole
radio map). This helps in easy deployment of the indoor
localization system in new indoor environments. The collection of crowd sourced readings at the time of localization
or a short time before localization helps to combat temporal variations in RSS readings. Secondly, the fingerprints
(approx. 1%) together with few location estimations help
to estimate the complete radio map of the whole indoor
environment without any need of extra information.
The organization of the remaining portion of the paper
is as follows: The description of the aforementioned prior
works and comparison with our technique is presented
in Section 2. Section 3 describes the problem setup for
the indoor localization framework. This is followed by the
indoor localization framework proposed in Section 4. The
testing results for the indoor localization framework are
described in Section 5. The proposed methodology for radio
map estimation is described in Section 6 and its testing
results in Section 7. Finally the paper is concluded in Section
8.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Several full fingerprinting map based techniques have been
proposed. The simplest one gives the estimated position as
the centroid of the K nearest neighbors to the RSS reading of
the localization request [18]. Another solution proposed in
[10], [12] makes use of compressive sensing [19]–[21]. These
works treat the problem as sparse i.e. users are sparse in
the spatial domain and compressive sensing is employed
for location estimation. The effect of device orientation is
also taken into account in [11], [12]. The problem is also
treated as sparse in [16], in which the fingerprinting map
is constructed by taking into account the cross-correlation
information of the signals at different APs. The locations
of the users are then reconstructed by solving an l1 -norm
minimization problem. A similar solution methodology is
proposed in [17] using TDoA and compressed sensing.
Cooperation among APs is taken into account there to
exploit cross-correlation of the signals at different APs. The
configuration of the APs is known a priori along with the
grid structure for localization. Moreover, this TDoA solution
is a passive localization technique, in which the location of
the mobile user is estimated without mobile phone’s active
involvement. However, the proposed solution in this work
neither requires any information about the APs nor any
communication between them.
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Among partial fingerprinting map based techniques, one
solution proposed in [30] makes use of a limited number
of fingerprints to estimate the positions. An interpolation
function is used to give the (x, y) coordinates as a function of RSS values. Another recent example employs semisupervised manifold alignment (SMA) [23] to solve the
localization problem in the presence of a limited number
of fingerprints [28], [29]. In semi-supervised localization
approaches, a small percentage of the RSS fingerprints is
obtained throughout the indoor area and are termed as
labeled data (calibration information/data/readings). The
RSS readings from users are obtained in the online stage
for location estimation and are called unlabeled data (or
localization requests). SMA then aligns the labeled and
unlabeled data in a common lower dimensional space. The
closest matches then provide the estimated positions. Good
performance is achieved at a low fraction (15-30%) of fingerprints and thus more studies are required to further reduce
these percentages while achieving similar performances.
The only similarity between the proposed work and
[29] is that they both try to reduce calibration (and even
this to different levels) using a broad family of machine
learning techniques called manifold alignment (and even in
this family, we use two totally different sub-categories one
semi-supervised and the other unsupervised). However, the
assumptions, inputs to the problems and most importantly
the employed techniques (with details) are totally different.
The localization technique proposed in [29] makes use of
semi-supervised manifold alignment whereas in the proposed work unsupervised manifold alignment is used. In
[29] considerable number of fingerprints are collected in the
offline phase for good performance. The collection and/or
updating of fingerprints is a very hectic and time consuming
process especially if the indoor area is huge. On the contrary,
if the localization is performed by reducing the number of
fingerprints, the performance is severely affected as mentioned in Section 5. This is because the semi-supervised
manifold alignment (in [29]) requires considerable number
of labeling positions to estimate the unlabeled positions
with good accuracy. The unsupervised manifold alignment
used in the proposed work requires no labeling information
as opposed to the semi-supervised technique in [29]. The 1%
labeling information (fingerprints) collected in our case are
enough for perturbing the geometry of the plan coordinates
since high symmetry exists in the plan coordinates. This improves the localization accuracy considerably as compared
to the semi-supervised approach in [29] at the same level of
fingerprinting load (calibration readings). The big difference
in the inputs of the problem result in big difference in the
employed algorithms in both cases. The readings data set
in proposed work consists of fingerprints, crowd sourced
readings and localization requests whereas in [29], it consists
of fingerprints and localization requests. The number of
fingerprints (calibration readings) used in [29] are very large
as compared to the proposed work. The use of real-time (or
quasi-real-time) crowd sourced information in the proposed
work provides inherent updating of RSSs at time of localization. Whereas in [29] the large number of fingerprints need
to be collected again for updating.
Another set of solutions [5]–[8] eliminate the workload
by making use of inertial sensors (gyroscope, compass, and
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accelerometer) present in the mobile devices. Due to the
internal structure of indoor area (people taking escalators,
elevators, stairs or walking on the floor), the readings obtained from these sensors have a particular trend. These
readings actually give a coarse localization of the user. The
RSS readings along with the data gathered from inertial
sensors then help to fine tune the estimation. The analysis
of these techniques shows that still some time and resources
are required for the practical deployment of such systems
to obtain an acceptable level of localization accuracy. In
addition, these techniques need to collect information from
the inertial sensors present in smart phones, which, in fact,
adds to the additional hardware requirements. For each new
indoor area, some sort of training procedure is required in
initial running of the algorithm, which is a bottleneck in a
practical implementation of such systems.
The partial fingerprinting load along with user traces
(crowd sourced information) is also considered in [31],
[32] for location estimation. The percentage of fingerprints
considered in [31], [32] is still high than the method we proposed. The user traces considered for performance improvement are obtained by collecting RSS readings from moving
users in the indoor environment. Initial setup time and
resources are still required for practical implementation of
these systems in new indoor environments. However, in our
proposed method, the 1% fingerprinting load is used only
for perturbing the local geometries of the plan coordinates.
And the crowd sourced information considered is also a
small fraction of the total grid points, which can be obtained
at the time of localization or a short time before localization
from stationary users in the indoor environment.

3

P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

To set up the problem, some RSS readings are collected.
These readings include few calibration readings (another
name for fingerprints), some crowd sourced readings (RSS
readings gathered from casual users walking in the indoor
area), localization request(s) and indoor plan coordinates.
The main point to note here is that a very small number of
fingerprints (approximately 1% of the whole radio map) are
used in this work. The collected RSS readings (calibration
readings, crowd sourced readings and localization requests)
and plan coordinates of the indoor area are arranged in the
form of source and destination data sets. The unsupervised
manifold alignment with geometry perturbation then aligns
the data sets in a common lower dimensional (hyper)plane.
Following notations are used to address different variables
throughout the paper. Scalar by m , constant by N , matrix
by V, vector by v, set by X , ith member of a set X (vector
case) by xi , ith member of a set X (scalar case) by xi , and
k th dimension of ith member of a set X by xk (i) .
The indoor area is discretized into N grid points or
positions with some fixed distance in-between the points.
The fingerprints are obtained at these points (in our case
as low as 1 % of the total points). The calibration readings
or fingerprints are obtained in the offline phase and crowd
sourced readings and localization requests in the online
phase. Since a very small number of fingerprints is used
for location estimations in our case so these fingerprints can
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also be collected in the online phase by the use of sniffers1 .
Another advantage is that online fingerprinting would be
more accurate because it is not outdated. This eliminates
the workload completely to such an extent that the database
of these very few fingerprints can be updated continuously
without the aid of manpower. The following subsections
describe the construction of source and destination data sets.
3.1

Source Data Set

The source data set X contains R-dimensional vectors representing the RSS readings measured from R APs. The set
is constructed by concatenating the calibration or fingerprinted readings set C , the crowd sourced readings set S
and the localization requests set L. Note that the calibration
readings are readings obtained at known locations whereas
crowd sourced readings are received from unknown locations. Consider the calibration readings set C . Each element
ci of C is a vector of RSS measurements obtained at a known
position i in the spatial domain from R APs. In other words
h
iT
(i)
(i)
ci = c(i)
. We can thus describe C as
c
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·
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The structure of the source data set X is thus

X = {c1 , · · · , cf , s1 , · · · , so , l1 , · · · , lr }

The total number of elements in X is M = f + o + r.
As noticed, the set X is comprised of three portions. The
first portion of the set X , which represents the calibration
readings or fingerprints, is not used in unsupervised manifold alignment but rather in perturbing the local geometries
of the indoor plan coordinates. This will become clear in
Section 4.
3.2

Destination Data Set

The destination data set Z is formed using 2-dimensional
coordinates corresponding to the physical locations in the
indoor area. These elements are arranged in such a manner
that the first f coordinate pairs are in correspondence with
the calibration readings and remaining portion of the set
contains the remaining coordinates of the indoor area. Thus,
we can write

Z = {p1 , · · · , pf , pf +1 , · · · , pN }
th
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These fingerprints are obtained at f grid points2 , which,
as indicated earlier, are very small in number as compared to the total grid points of the indoor area under
consideration (that is, f  N ). Similarly, the elements
presented in crowd sourced readings set S and the localization requests set L also contain RSS readings, in vector form, from R APs. Theh ith element of these isets is
T
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and
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1. Sniffers are hardware or computer programs that log or intercept
traffic over wireless or Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN).
2. There is no strict criterion for the selection of fingerprints in an
indoor area. The only requirement is that the chosen fingerprints are
well apart and are not located in constricted portion of the area. Consider the formation of imaginary circles with the selected fingerprints
as centers of the circles. Following conditions should be fulfilled for
these circles. (1) The circles should have almost the same radii, (2) the
adjacent circles should form a minimum overlapping set of coordinates
with each other, and (3) the circles should cover the whole coordinate
plan.

(5)
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the i coordinate pair and
 (i)represents

x
is given by pi =
.
y (i)
The cardinality of the set Z is N . The main point to
note here is that M 6= N , which necessarily implies that
(o + r) 6= (N − f ). Since the RSS readings are taken at some
coordinates so M is usually much less than N . Figure 1
shows the structure of the source and destination data sets.
The output of the algorithm provides estimated positions of the last r readings or localization requests in the
set X . That is,

P̂L = {p̂l1 , p̂l2 , · · · , p̂lr }

(6)

These estimated positions with associated RSS readings help
in estimating the radio map in the indoor area. This is
described in Section 6.

4

U NSUPERVISED M ANIFOLD A LIGNMENT

Unlike its semi-supervised counterpart [23], unsupervised
manifold alignment [25] is a transfer learning technique
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Fig. 1. Structure of Source (left) and Destination (right) data sets
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that does not need any correspondence information to align
the data sets in a lower dimensional space. It replaces
the considerable percentage of labeled data (in our case
fingerprinted RSSs) required for the semi-supervised approach by unlabeled data (in our case crowd sourced RSSs).
To perform manifold alignment in such an unsupervised
environment, the similar correlation patterns of the source
and destination data sets (i.e. the fact that neighboring
points have stronger correlation as compared to distant
points) is exploited. This assumption allows the matching
of intrinsic structures between two data sets. Instead of
performing a transformation of the data sets to a common
lower dimensional space, the source data set is transformed
by a non-bijective mapping function to the destination data
set. The perfect matchings are then obtained by smallest
distances in a mutual embedding space. In aligning the
two data sets in a common lower dimensional space, it is
important to maintain the following: Preservation of local
geometries within each data set, and matching of local
geometries between the two data sets.
Consider our two sets, the source set X with M elements

X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xM }

Access Points
Grid Points
Nearest Neighbors
Destination Data Set Elements

2

1

Fig. 2. Regular geometry of the indoor plan coordinates. Because of the
regular geometry the two structures 1 and 2 are very similar. So the blue
squares (or elements in the destination data set) cannot be identified
uniquely.

(7)

and the destination set Z with N elements

Z = {z1 , z2 , · · · , zN }

distances is unique for every element. So, by comparing
these figures, it can be inferred that each grid point can be
represented uniquely in the spatial domain. If the geometry

(8)

Access Points
Grid Points
Destination Data Set Elements
Fingeprinted Readings

The perfect geometry matchings are obtained between these
data sets by simultaneously preserving the local geometries
in each set. The following subsections describe the above
mentioned points of aligning data for this specific application.
4.1

Geometry Perturbation of Destination Data Set

As stated earlier, the destination data set used in the manifold alignment problem is constructed using plan coordinates of the indoor area. The important point in manifold
alignment is the matching of local geometries between the
sets, so within a data set, these local geometries must
be different and hopefully unique for each locality of the
data set. Since the plan coordinates usually follow a regular pattern (i.e. they are usually represented by a grid
structure with equal spacing between coordinate points)
consequently, it becomes hard to differentiate small chunk of
coordinates from one place to another in an indoor area. For
instance, consider the indoor area represented by Figures
2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the scenario of regular geometry
of plan coordinates. Note here that the two structures 1
and 2, indicated in the figure, are difficult to differentiate.
To resolve this issue and create uniqueness throughout the
coordinate plan local geometries, the use of a very small
number of fingerprinted readings (as low as 1%) is proposed
to create a perturbation in such geometries. In other words,
the fingerprinted data is responsible only for introducing
such uniqueness throughout the coordinate plan localities.
Figure 3 shows the idea of geometry perturbation. The bold
red dots in the figure represent the fingerprinted data. These
points act as neighbors for all other points in the indoor
area. The dotted and colored arrows show distance of the
blue squares (or picked up elements from a set) to the
fingerprints. The discrete distance vector formed from these

Fig. 3. Perturbed Geometry of the indoor plan coordinates. Based on the
distance of blue squares to the red dots, the blue squares (or elements
in the destination data set) can be uniquely identified.

perturbation is not taken into account, then many false
matches will occur, which results in high localization errors.
That is, the two elements (indicated by blue squares) taken
from the destination data set shown in Figure 2 cannot be
identified uniquely since they have same local geometries.
This is illustrated in Section 5. So, the fingerprinted data
(RSSs and their coordinates) is introduced as first f data
points in both the source and destination data sets. The remaining readings in set X consist of crowd sourced readings
and localization requests and the remaining elements in set
Z are the remaining coordinates of the indoor area. Let Xr
and Zr represent the remaining elements in sets X and Z ,
respectively. These are given as Xr = {xf +1 , xf +2 , · · · , xM }
and Zr = {zf +1 , zf +2 , · · · , zN }.
As described earlier, to create the necessary geometry
perturbation required for correct matching of geometries,
the first f calibration elements are used as neighbors for
all the other elements in the respective sets and discrete
distance vectors are obtained. For the ith element in set Xr ,
the discrete distance vector obtained is as follows

T
r
0 ei1 · · · eif
eX
, i = 1, 2, · · · , M − f (9)
i =
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where, the first entry represents the Euclidean distance
of the ith element to itself, which is equal to 0, and the
remaining entries represent the distance to the first f elements (calibration readings or fingerprints) in set X . This
is depicted in Figure 3. The unlabeled data (crowd sourced
readings or localization requests) are represented by blue
squares and the fingerprints by red circles.
Similarly, the discrete distance vectors are obtained for
all the elements in set Zr , which for the j th element in this
set, can be represented as

T
r
0 ej1 · · · ejf
, j = 1, 2, · · · , N − f (10)
eZ
j =
4.2

Matching of Local Geometries

One very recent method to represent and match local geometries in unsupervised manifold alignment is the use of
spline curves. These spline curves can be used to match local
geometries as follows. The spline curves (which are continuous parameterized curves) are fitted to the discrete distance
r
r
and eZ
vectors eX
j , which are defined in (9) and (10),
i
respectively. So there are (M − f ) curves in the source data
set Xr and (N − f ) curves in destination data set Zr . The
closeness of the local geometry of one element in the source
data set with that of the other element in destination data set
is measured by the enveloped area and gradient between the
curves. Define giXr (u) and gjZr (u) as the curves fitted to the
discrete distance vectors corresponding to the ith element in
set Xr and the j th element in set Zr , respectively, using cubic
spline interpolation [26]. The curves defined by giXr (u)’s are
normalized3 to 1. Similarly, the process is repeated for the
curves defined by gjZr (u)’s.
Now, define ∇giXr (u) and ∇gjZr (u) the gradients of
giXr (u) and gjZr (u), respectively. We can thus define H as
the local geometry similarity matrix, whose i − j ’s element
hij (referred to as the local geometry similarity indicator) is
given by

hij =

Zf 

(i.e. smallest hij ) among all other points in Zr and hij is
below a certain threshold η . In this matching set two points
xi and xi 0 might be matched to the same coordinate zj and
some xi ’s might not get any matches.
4.3

Manifold Alignment

After obtaining some matched pairs in set D, we have two
types of elements in the source set Xr , namely ones that are
matched to elements in destination set Z and hence belong
to D and ones that are not and hence do not belong to D.
So we have to give high weight to these matched pairs in
the alignment formulation as will be described shortly. The
preservation of local geometries is also essential while aligning data in a lower dimensional space. Taking these facts
into account, the objective function for the unsupervised
manifold alignment formulation consists of three terms Jd ,
Jf and Js , which are responsible for minimizing the intermanifold distance, local geometry matching between the
data sets and preservation of local geometries within the
data sets, respectively.
Consider an affine transformation matrix αi , which is
assigned to the element xi in Xr . The matrix αi is of
dimension 2×R, where 2 is the dimension of the coordinates
and R represents the number of access points, that is, the
dimensionality of the element in the source (RSS readings)
data set X . The term Jd contains elements of the set Xr ,
which are not present in the local geometry matching set D
and is expressed as
X
2
Jd =
min kαi xi − zj k2
(13)
xi ∈Xr , (xi ,zj )∈D
/

zj ∈Z

Let zj be the element in Z that gives the lowest intermanifold distance for xi . Thus, we can write
X
Jd =
xTi αTi αi xi − xTi αTi zj
xi ∈Xr , (xi ,zj )∈D
/

−zTj αi xi + zTj zj
giXr

(u) −

gjZr

(u) + β

∇giXr

(u) −

∇gjZr





(14)

d
( ∂∂J
αi ),

(u) du Let ∇Jd denote the gradient of Jd with respect to α
i.e.
0
X

(11)
∇Jd =
2αi xi xTi − 2zj xTi
(15)
where β is a balancing constant and u is the integration varixi ∈Xr , (xi ,zj )∈D
/
able. The integration is solved by the Composite Simpson’s
rule [26]. Note that, from the definition of hij we can infer The term Jf contains elements of set Xr , which are present
that the smaller the hij the larger the similarity between the in the local geometry matching set D and is expressed as
X
2
two data points xi and zj . Now we can use the similarity
Jf =
kαi xi − zj k2 wij
(16)
indicator hij to find the best matching between Xr and Zr
(xi ,zj )∈D
and hence create the local geometry matching set D as the
where wij is the weight computed between xi and zj by
set of pairs as follows
hij 2


heat kernel i.e. wij = e− γ (the choice of γ is described
D = (xi , zj ) |hij = min hit , and hij < η
(12) in Section 5). Expanding the summand of Jf as done previ1≤t≤N −f
ously, yields
In other words, the data point zj from set Zr is considered to
X
be matched with point xi from set Xr , and thus are added as
Jf =
xTi αTi αi xi − xTi αTi zj
a matched pair (xi , zj ) to D , if it has the largest similarity
(xi ,zj )∈D

−zTj αi xi + zTj zj wij (17)
3. This is because the RSS readings are higher dimensional as compared to the coordinates. When the discrete distance vectors are obtained from the elements in the RSS readings data set, the distance
values are larger as compared to those obtained from the elements
in the coordinates data set. Normalizing to 1 helps to obtain good
closeness measure between the elements from these two sets.

The corresponding gradient is given by
X

∇Jf =
2αi xi xTi − 2zj xTi wij

(18)

(xi ,zj )∈D
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4)

For preservation of local geometries, neighboring information is taken into account. So the crowd sourced information
together with the localization requests serve the purpose by
getting k nearest neighbors (knn) among them for the point
xi . The last term, Js , is responsible for preservation of local
geometries. This is expressed as
X
X
2
(19)
kαi − αj kF
Js =
xi ∈Xr xj ∈knn(xi )
where knn(xi ) is the set of the k nearest neighbors of xi .
Minimizing this term results in minimizing the distances of
the mappings of the k nearest neighbors of xi to its own
mapping. Expanding Js yields
X
X

T r αi αTi − αi αTj − αj αTi + αj αTj
Js =
xi ∈Xr xj ∈knn(xi )
(20)
and its gradient is
X
X
(2αi − 2αj )
(21)
∇Js =
xi ∈Xr xj ∈knn(xi )
The overall objective function to be minimized is thus the
combination of the above mentioned three terms

J = µd Jd + µf Jf + µs Js

(22)

and its gradient is represented as

∇J = µd ∇Jd + µf ∇Jf + µs ∇Js

(23)

where µd , µf and µs are weighting factors for their respective terms, which are chosen empirically. Here µf is
given the largest weight to stress on the matching of local
geometries and µd is given the least weight.
The Quasi-Newton BFGS algorithm [27] is employed to
solve this nonlinear optimization problem. The objective
function to be minimized is supplied to the Quasi-Newton
BFGS algorithm along with the gradients. The optimized
values of mappings αi ’s are obtained. These mappings then
transform the elements in the source (or RSS readings) data
set to the destination (or coordinates) data set. The best
matchings are then obtained by a mapping function, which
computes the closest point pairs.
4.4

5)

Set up the cost function as described in (22) and then
apply the Quasi-Newton BFGS algorithm to obtain
the optimized transformation matrices, αi ’s.
Estimate the positions for localization requests (last
r elements in set X ) by computing the mapping
function φ(xi ),

φ(xi ) = arg min kαi xi − zj k2
zj ∈Z

(24)

zj , for which φ(xi ) is minimum, represents the
closest match. This, in fact, is the estimated location,
p̂li (see (6)).
The computational complexity of cubic spline interpolation is O((f + 1) + log(f + 1)) in one dimension. The
computational complexity for each iteration of BFGS is
O((2R(o + r))2 ). The convergence rate of BFGS algorithm is
super linear.

5

T ESTING R ESULTS FOR PROPOSED I NDOOR L O F RAMEWORK

CALIZATION

This section describes the testing of the proposed indoor
localization framework using real measurements from the
4th floor of Bahen Center, at University of Toronto, depicted
in Figure 4, which is the same indoor plan used in [28], [29].
The black dots represent the 219 plan coordinates considered in this indoor environment. The distance between each
two neighboring points is 1 m. This indoor environment
is used for comparison of the results with the previously
proposed semi-supervised solutions.

Localization Algorithm

Here the geometry perturbed unsupervised manifold alignment algorithm is applied to localize users using approximately 1% calibration readings, some crowd sourced readings, localization requests and plan coordinates of the indoor area. The goal is to learn the mappings αi ’s described
previously. The data sets follow the assumed correlation
pattern, that is, neighboring points have stronger correlation
as compared to distant points. The localization algorithm
consists of the following steps:
1)
2)

3)

Build the source and destination data sets as defined
in (4) and (5) respectively.
Obtain the spline curve for each element in sets X
and Z except for the first f elements as described in
Section 4.
Obtain the local geometry similarity matrix H by
using (11).

Fig. 4. Floor plan of the considered indoor area

The data collection is done in the same way as described
in [28], [29]. For testing the algorithm as scenario independent, the crowd sourced readings and localization requests
are chosen randomly throughout the indoor environment.
Only set C is obtained in the offline stage while rest of
the readings (crowd sourced information and localization
requests) are obtained in the online stage. The mean localization error (average error of all location estimations) is
plotted against the variation of different parameters. The
percentage variation shown for some parameters is obtained
by normalizing against the total number of points in the
indoor area. The curves are obtained by averaging over a
large number of runs of the algorithm. The chosen value
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h 2
− ij
γ

2

η
kernel, wij = e
,
) is made by using γ = − ln(0.9)
where η is defined in (12). During each trial of the proposed
algorithm the crowd sourced readings and localization requests are selected randomly. The random selections cause
the similarities between matched pairs to change each time.
This means η will change during each trial. So γ is made
dependent on η and selected such that all the matched pairs
fall within 10% decay of the heat kernel.
For comparisons while testing, following methodologies
are considered:
•
•
•

•

•

The proposed unsupervised manifold alignment algorithm with geometry perturbation.
Unsupervised manifold alignment algorithm without geometry perturbation.
The raw semi-supervised algorithm proposed in [28],
[29] which considers the fingerprinted readings and
localization requests only and excludes the crowd
sourced information.
A modified version of the semi-supervised algorithm
in [28], [29], where the crowd sourced readings are
treated as localization requests.
The interpolation method, proposed in [30], which
makes use of radial basis functions. The estimated
position is the function of RSS readings.

The following subsections show the effect of varying different parameters on the mean localization error.
5.1

Localization Errors of Individual Runs

Figure 5 depicts the localization error for individual runs
of the methodologies described above for a fingerprinting
load of approximately 1% (only 2 readings in our case). The
crowd sourced readings are set to 10% and the localization
requests are set to 7%. The figure clearly shows that the
performance of the proposed unsupervised technique with
a minimal fingerprinting load for geometry perturbation
is much better as compared to both variants of the semisupervised approaches in terms of the mean and variance
of the localization error. The performance is also better
as compared to the interpolation method as described in
[30]. The results also show that the proposed geometry
perturbation helps a lot in improving the performance as
compared to the raw unsupervised approach. This proves
the merits of the proposed indoor localization framework.
Table 1 summarizes the numerical comparison of the
mean and variance of the reported error trends in Figure 5.
Clearly, our proposed scheme with geometry perturbation
significantly outperforms all other schemes at this very low
level of fingerprinting load, both in the mean and variance
of the localization error.

Unsupervised without perturbation
Semi−supervised with same crowd sourced load
Interpolation Formulation using radial basis functions
Semi−supervised with no crowd sourced load
Unsupervised with perturbation

35
30
Localization Error (m)

of β is 0.1 for numerical integration. There is no need for
manual adjustment of η . Its value is set at the lower 15% of
the total values in matrix H. The nominal weight (µs = 1)
is given to the term preserving local geometries within each
data set. The largest weight (µf = 10) is given to the term
minimizing local geometry matching between the data sets
because we are exploiting the underlying correlation pattern
of the data sets. And the smallest weight (µs = 0.1) is
given to the term minimizing the inter-manifold distance.
The choice of γ (appearing in weight computation by heat

25
20
15
10
5
10

20

30

40
50
60
Number of trials

70

80

90

100

Fig. 5. Localization error against the number of algorithm runs

TABLE 1
Comparison with respect to mean and variance
Algorithm
Unsupervised without perturbation
Semi-supervised with same crowd sourced load
Interpolation Method proposed in [30]
Semi-supervised with no crowd sourced load
Unsupervised with perturbation

Mean (m)
20.24
16.98
12.14
9.58
4.7

Variance
13.45
7.04
13.69
2.53
0.58

5.2 Variation of Calibration Readings (fingerprinting
load)
Figure 6 shows the performance comparison between the
proposed algorithm and the raw and modified semisupervised algorithms against the variation of the percentage of fingerprinting (i.e. calibration) load. The crowd
sourced information is set to 20% and localization requests
are set to 7%. A first important observation from the figure is
that the performance of our proposed unsupervised scheme
is not affected by the amount of calibration load from 1% to
5%. This is clearly due to the fact that the calibration data,
whether 1% or up to 5%, is not used in the main alignment
and location estimation processes. They are only used in
our proposed scheme to perturb the local geometries. In
that matter, only few points are enough to make this perturbation and adding more points would not result in any
improvement.
The performance is also compared with the interpolation
method considered in [30]. The comparison shows a much
better performance for the proposed algorithm at low percentage of fingerprints as depicted in Figure 6. However, the
raw semi-supervised approach and interpolation method of
[30] dominates at relatively higher percentage of fingerprinting data, which is expected. There is very less degradation in
performance at 15% of the fingerprinting load as compared
to 100% for these techniques [29], [30]. This does not demerit the proposed indoor localization framework since it is
designed to operate at very low level (1%) of fingerprinting
load. Around 60% performance improvement is observed at
this low level of fingerprinting load as compared to semisupervised techniques.
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5.4

24
Semi−Supervised with same crowd sourced load
Interpolation Formulation using radial basis functions
Semi−Supervised with no crowd sourced load
Unsupervised with perturbation

22

Mean Localization Error (m)

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
1

1.5

2

2.5
3
3.5
% of calibration readings

4

4.5

5

Fig. 6. Mean localization error against the percentage of calibration
readings

Variation of Localization Requests

Figure 8 shows the mean localization error plotted against
the increasing percentage of localization requests. The fingerprinted readings considered here are again set to less
than 1% and the crowd sourced information is set to 10%. It
can be observed from the figure that the mean localization
error remains almost stable. This is again due to the fact that
increasing the unlabeled data (here localization requests) in
unsupervised manifold alignment does not usually result
in performance improvement. The same trend can also be
observed for the semi-supervised approaches. The result
obtained from this figure is again very important as it shows
that the proposed indoor localization framework does not
need to collect a large number of localization requests to
achieve better performance. Whether it is one localization
request or many, the performance remains stable.
24

Variation of Crowd Sourced Information

Figure 7 shows the mean localization error plotted against
the increasing percentage of crowd sourced readings for
the proposed unsupervised scheme with geometry perturbation and the modified semi-supervised algorithm. The
semi-supervised algorithm is modified such that the crowd
sourced readings are included in unlabeled data. Almost 1%
fingerprinted readings are selected and the localization is
done for 15 requests (7% of the total number of grid points).
It can be observed that the error remains approximately stable for both algorithms as the percentage of crowd sourced
information is increased. This is usually expected since
increasing the unlabeled data in unsupervised learning does
not usually improve the performance. This result is very
important as it means that the proposed unsupervised algorithm does not need to wait for collecting a large number
of crowd sourced readings before performing localization.
This allows the use of real-time crowd sourced readings (i.e.
readings collected at the same time or very short time before
the localization requests) for localization. This has an added
advantage that the temporal variations in RSS values, which
occur due to dynamic nature of the indoor environment, are
taken care of to a great extent.

20

16
14
12
10
8

4
2

2

4

6

8
10
12
14
% of localization requests

16

18

20

Fig. 8. Mean localization error against the percentage of localization
requests

The crowd sourced readings and localization requests
considered in Figures 7 and 8 can be related to blue squares
shown in Figure 3. The discrete distance vectors (equation
(9)) are obtained for each of these readings as shown in the
figure. The red dots in the figure represent the fingerprints.
Rest of the procedure follows as explained in Subsections
4.2 and 4.3.

R ADIO M AP E STIMATION

This section describes the estimation of the complete radio
map of the indoor environment. With few calibration points
and few localization requests we have enough data to obtain
the whole radio map of the indoor area. This is described in
the following.

22

Mean Localization Error (m)

18

6

6
Semi−supervised with same crowd sourced load
Unsupervised

20

Semi−supervised with same crowd sourced load
Interpolation Formulation using radial basis functions
Semi−supervised with no crowd sourced load
Unsupervised with perturbation

22
Mean Localization Error (m)

5.3

18
16
14
12

6.1

10

The data required for estimating the radio map consists
of few calibration readings or fingerprints, few localization
requests with corresponding position estimates, which are
obtained from the localization algorithm, and plan coordinates of the indoor area. We assume that the fingerprints
and plan coordinates are already available. When the system
is deployed in the indoor environment, the localization
requests are put up during normal operation of the system.
The position estimates for these localization requests are
obtained as indicated by (6).

8
6
4
2

5

10

15
20
25
30
% of crowd sourced readings

35

40

Fig. 7. Comparison of unsupervised and semi-supervised algorithms
with same crowd sourced information

Estimation Problem Setup
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The continuous running of the indoor localization algorithm provides the position estimates for the localization
requests. After successive iterations of the algorithm, the
RSS readings get accumulated at some positions. The accumulated RSS readings are averaged at those positions
after fixed number of iterations. So, we have few positions
with calibration readings (fingerprints) and few positions
with averaged RSS readings. Note that the averaged RSS
readings at corresponding positions may be different from
the actual fingerprints at those positions. The remaining
positions do not contain any RSS readings and thus the RSS
values are estimated at those positions. Figure 9 represents
the scenario of gathering RSS readings after fixed number of
iterations of the indoor localization algorithm. The averaged

10

known RSS values. The labeled RSS values corresponding
to the k th AP, picked up from set Ψ, are given as
h
iT
(26)
uk = c(1) · · · c(f ) a(1) · · · a(b)
k

k

k

The size of vector uk is (f + b) × 1. There are (N − f − b)
remaining positions where RSS values corresponding to the
k th AP are to be determined. So, the size of vector vk is
(N − f − b) × 1. The estimation problem is thus

v̂k = E[vk |uk ]

RSS readings are appended to the calibration readings set C .
So, the calibration readings and averaged RSS readings with
corresponding coordinates are treated as labeled data in the
estimation problem. Let the set Ψ represent this labeled
information. This is given as

 (b) 

 (f )   (1) 
(1)


a1
c1
a1

 c1


 (b) 

 (f )   (1) 
(1) 

 c2 
 a2 
 c2   a2 








Ψ =  . ,··· , . , . ,··· , . 



 .. 
 .. 
 ..   .. 






(f )
(1)
(b)
(1)
cR
aR
aR
cR
(25)
The first f elements in set Ψ represent the fingerprints and
next b elements represent the averaged RSS readings. The
cardinality of this set is (f + b), where (f + b)  N .
The coordinates corresponding to the RSS readings
in set Ψ are given in set PΨ , i.e., PΨ =

pc1 , · · · , pcf , p̂a1 , · · · , p̂ab . The sequence of the elements
in set PΨ is same as appearing in set Ψ, that is, the first f
elements are the corresponding coordinates of the calibration readings and next b elements are the positions where
accumulated RSS readings are averaged.
From the sets Ψ and PΨ , this can be inferred that the RSS
readings are known at the labeled (f +b) positions. Now, we
need to estimate the RSS values at remaining positions of the
indoor environment. The estimation is done by considering
RSS readings from one AP at a time. So, the RSS readings
from the k th AP can be divided into two column vectors,
vk , the vector of unknown RSS values and uk , the vector of

(27)

Since the solution of conditional expectation given in the
above equation is hard to get in closed form so the linear
least-mean-squares estimator [24] is used to solve it. This is
described as follows.
Consider RSS values from the k th AP, the linear leastmean-squares estimator of vk given uk is given as

v̂k = Rvk uk R−1
uk uk

Fig. 9. Data collection through continuous running of the indoor localization algorithm. The highlighted RSSs represent the fingerprints.
The symbols ‘X’ represent the RSS readings (localization requests),
which are put during successive iterations. These all are R dimensional
vectors. The number of iterations shown here are It .

k

(28)

where, Rvk uk and Ruk are the covariance matrices. These
matrices correspond to the readings taken from the k th AP.
Once the matrices Rvk uk and Ruk are known, the RSS
values at the remaining positions can be determined. Now,
the main task is to determine Rvk uk and Ruk . The information available to us is the labeled data given by (25),
their corresponding coordinates given by set PΨ and the
remaining coordinates of the indoor area. The readings and
coordinates data sets we used in unsupervised manifold
alignment problem have the same underlying correlation
pattern. Note that the points closer to each other have
stronger correlation as compared to distant points. Taking
this fact into account, we will approximate these covariances
using two methods which we will describe next.
The first method does this approximation by heat kernel
(HK) and the second one by Locally Linear Embedding
(LLE) [22]. For the heat kernel method, the closer the points
are to each other, the higher the weight assigned to them.
Similarly, the LLE preserves neighborhood correlation between the points while moving them to lower dimensional
space. The matrix Rvk uk represents the relationship between
unknown values in vector vk and known values in vector
uk . To obtain this relationship, the coordinates of the indoor
plan are partitioned into two sets i.e. one set contains the
coordinates corresponding to labeled data as given by set
PΨ and the second set contains the coordinates, where RSS
values are to be determined. The coordinates in the second
set are, in fact, the remaining coordinates of the indoor plan
and are accumulated in set Q.

Q = {q1 , q2 , · · · , qN −f −b }

(29)

Ruk represents the relationship between the knowns, that
is, RSS values corresponding to the k th AP as indicated by
the vector uk in (26). Following subsections describe the
approaches to approximate the matrices Rvk uk and Ruk .
6.2

Approximation by Heat Kernel

The heat kernel calculates the weight between ith and j th el−

d2
ij
γ

, where dij is the Euclidean distance
ements by wij = e
between the ith and j th elements. The elements belong to
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the same set when approximating Ruk and to different sets
in case of Rvk uk . The value of γ chosen here is such that
all the elements fall within 10 % of the maximum Euclidean
distance dij computed between the elements.

6.3

Approximation by Locally Linear Embedding

The second method considered for estimating the covariance matrices makes use of weight computation by Locally
Linear Embedding (LLE) [22]. Out of several dimensionality
reduction techniques, the LLE is used here since it strongly
6.2.1 Approximation of Rvk uk
preserves the correlation between the element and its neighThe Euclidean distance, dij , is computed between the coor- bors. This is consistent with our data sets since they have
dinates. The ith coordinate pair is taken from set Q while the same underlying correlation pattern. Instead of using
the j th coordinate pair is taken from set PΨ . The heat the nearest neighbors, the labeled data indicated by set PΨ
kernel defined above then computes the weight between the and (26) are used as neighbors for all the elements while
vk uk
is the ij th approximating the covariance matrices. This labeled data
unknown and known elements. The entry wij
entry of the matrix Rvk uk and this matrix is given as
include RSS values in set Ψ and corresponding coordinates
 in set PΨ . These act as neighbors while computing Rvk uk

vk u k
vk u k
vk u k
···
w1(f +b)
w12
w11
and Ruk . The procedure of obtaining the approximation of
vk u k
vk u k
vk u k


w
w
·
·
·
w2(f
22
21
+b)
 these matrices is described in the following.

Rvk uk = 

..
..
..
..


.
.
.
.
6.3.1 Approximation of Rvk uk
vk u k
vk u k
vk uk
w(N
w
·
·
·
w
−f −b)1
(N −f −b)2
(N −f −b)(f +b)
(30) For Rvk uk , all the elements in set PΨ are used as neighbors
The size of this matrix is (N − f − b) × (f + b), which for each element present in set Q. The LLE then computes
weight of the element qi in set Q with all its neighbors in
corresponds to the number of elements in vk and uk .
set PΨ by the following relation
6.2.2 Approximation of Ruk
The Euclidean distance of each element in vector uk is
computed with all the elements in uk . The individual entries
of Ruk are then computed from the heat kernel defined
earlier. The size of the matrix Ruk is (f + b) × (f + b) and
it is given as


uk
uk
uk
w11
w12
···
w1(f
+b)
u
u
u
k
k
k
 w21
w22
···
w2(f +b) 


Ruk = 
 (31)
..
..
..
.
.


.
.
.
.
uk
w(f
+b)1

uk
w(f
+b)2

···

uk
w(f
+b)(f +b)

As the localization requests from users are obtained randomly in the indoor area, so the matrix Ruk , formed in
(31) from the labeled elements, becomes singular sometimes.
The regularization term is added to Ruk to account for
the singularity, that is, Ruk = Ruk + I(f +b) , where  is
a regularization factor and I(f +b) is an (f + b) × (f + b)
identity matrix.
This gives us approximations of the covariance matrices
for the k th AP. After approximating Rvk uk and Ruk , the
linear least-mean-squares estimator given by (28) is used
to estimate RSS values at all the positions other than the
labeled positions.
The above process is repeated to get these approximations for all the R APs present in the indoor environment.
The RSS readings estimated at a grid point from all the
APs are then stacked as a vector to represent the estimated
fingerprint at that point. So the estimated RSS values (estimated fingerprints) for all the (N − f − b) grid points can
be represented by the set Θ, i.e.

  (2) 
 (N −f −b) 
(1)


v̂
v̂
v̂1


1
1


 (N −f −b) 

(1)   (2) 

 v̂2   v̂2 
 v̂2






Θ= 
,
,
·
·
·
,
..
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(N −f −b)
v̂R
v̂R
v̂R
or, in compact form as Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ N −f −b }, where
θ i represents the estimated fingerprint at the ith grid point.

2

min

v uk
∀pj ∈PΨ

wijk

s.t.

qi −

X

vk uk
wij
pj

(33)

pj ∈PΨ

X

vk uk
wij

=1

pj ∈PΨ
vk uk
where, wij
is the weight computed by LLE between
th
the i and j th elements in sets PΨ and Q, respectively.
This, in fact, is the ij th entry of the matrix Rvk uk . As
mentioned in the previous subsection, the size of this matrix
is (N − f − b) × (f + b). The structure of this matrix is the
same as shown by (30) except for the fact that weights here
are computed by LLE instead of heat kernels.

6.3.2 Approximation of Ruk
For approximating Ruk , each element in vector uk uses all
other elements in the same vector for computing weights by
LLE, that is, for the ith element in vector uk , the remaining
uk
(f + b) − 1 elements act as its neighbors. The weights wij
’s
are given by the following relation
2
u

min

wijk ∀uk (j)∈uk ∧(j6=i)

s.t.

X

uk (i) −

uk
wij
uk

(j)

uk (j)∈uk ∧(j6=i)

X

uk
wij
=1

uk (j)∈uk ∧(j6=i)

(34)
uk
The weight wij
is the ij th entry of the matrix Ruk . As
mentioned earlier, the size of this matrix is (f + b)×(f + b).
The structure of this matrix is same as shown by (31) with
the only difference that here the weights are computed by
LLE.
As mentioned previously, the matrix Ruk becomes singular most of the times due to gathering of localization
requests randomly throughout the indoor environment. So,
the regularization term is added here also to account for
the singularity in matrix Ruk . The RSS estimates for all the
positions indicated in set Q are obtained by using linear
least-mean-squares estimator given by (28).
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T ESTING R ESULTS FOR R ADIO M AP E STIMA -

The b elements in first summation represent the few localization requests gathered during initial running of the
algorithm. ai represents the averaged RSS readings at the
ith grid point and cp̂ai represents the actual fingerprint at
the same grid point. Similarly, for the second summation
in (35), θ i represents the estimated fingerprint at the ith
grid point and ci the actual fingerprint at the same point.
In the testing, comparison between semi-supervised and
unsupervised algorithms is considered along with different
parameter variations. The performance of the proposed solution is also checked by varying different parameters. The
calibration readings and localization requests are randomly
selected throughout the indoor area. The curves shown in
the following are obtained by averaging over several runs
of the algorithm.
7.1

Effect of varying calibration readings

Figure 10 shows the rms error plotted against the increasing percentage of calibration readings (fingerprints). The
localization requests considered here are 1%. The proposed
indoor localization algorithm is run for fixed number of
iterations (1 and 10 iterations shown here). The radio map
estimation is done for both the semi-supervised algorithm in
[28], [29] and unsupervised indoor localization framework
proposed in this work. Figure 11 shows the similar curves
but for approximation of the covariance matrices using LLE.
It is important to note first that, unlike the localization
algorithm, the radio map estimation performance using our
proposed method, and for both LLE and HK, does improve
with the increase of the calibration load. This comes very

18
17
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4
5
% of calibration readings

6

7

Fig. 10. RMS error against the percentage of calibration readings using
HK approx. for covariance matrices

35
Semi−supervised (1 Iteration)
Semi−supervised (10 Iterations)
Unsupervised (1 Iteration)
Unsupervised (10 Iterations)

30
RMS Error (dBm)

This section describes the performance testing of the proposed solution for radio map estimation. As mentioned earlier, the radio map construction relies on the data obtained
from the indoor localization framework proposed earlier.
This data includes few calibration readings, few localization
requests with corresponding position estimates and plan
coordinates of the indoor area.
The indoor floor plan considered is the same as shown
in Figure 4. The initial running of the indoor localization
algorithm provides estimated positions for few localization
requests, which help in estimating the radio map later. For
performance evaluation, the root mean square (rms) error
is plotted by comparing the actual fingerprints with the
estimated one. The rms error calculation does not include
the calibration readings (fingerprints) and is given as
v
uP
2 N −f
P−b
u b
2
u
ai − cp̂ai +
(θ i − ci )
(35)
t i=1
i=1
rmserr =
R × (N − f )

Semi−supervised (1 Iteration)
Semi−supervised (10 Iterations)
Unsupervised (1 Iteration)
Unsupervised (10 Iterations)

20

RMS Error (dBm)

The approximations for the matrices obtained above are
used for estimating RSS readings corresponding to the k th
AP. The above process is repeated for all the APs present
in the indoor environment. So, the estimated RSS values
from all the APs at a grid point represent the estimated
fingerprint at that point. The estimated fingerprints are
represented in the same fashion as shown in (32).

12
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5
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7

Fig. 11. RMS error against the percentage of calibration readings using
LLE approx. for covariance matrices

naturally as a consequence of using the accurate calibration
information in vector (uk ) as part of the linear least-meansquares estimator in Equation (28). It is clear from the basics
of linear least-mean-squares estimation that, the larger and
more accurate this vector, the better the estimate.
From Figures 10 and 11, this can be observed that the
proposed unsupervised algorithm shows huge improvement in performance as compared to the semi-supervised
approach at only 1% of fingerprinting load, 1% of localization requests and 1 iteration of the algorithm. Further improvement is observed after 10 iterations of the algorithm.
However, for 10 iterations of the algorithm the performance
starts to deteriorate after 3% of the calibration readings. This
corresponds to the total labeled data of 13%, that is, almost
28 points out of total 219 points in the indoor environment
considered here. This is consistent with the results and
supports the fact that the proposed unsupervised algorithm
is meant to operate at very low level of fingerprinting
load. The same effect can also be observed by varying the
localization requests while fixing the number of iterations
to 1. The 10% localization requests with 1 iteration is almost
equivalent to 1% localization requests with 10 iterations
since both of them will provide almost the same number of
position estimates. The comparison of the figures also show
the better performance of using LLE approximations rather
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than the heat kernel at low percentage of fingerprinting
load.

19
Localization requests with corresponding position estimates
Actual fingerprints at position estimates

18

Effect of including localization requests

Figure 12 shows the effect of including localization requests
on rms error. The proposed unsupervised framework for
35
Calibration readings only
Unsupervised (1 Iteration)
Unsupervised (10 Iterations)

30
RMS Error (dBm)

17
RMS Error (dBm)

7.2
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Fig. 13. Effect of using actual fingerprints for labeled data at estimated
positions. HK approximation is used here
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Localization requests with corresponding position estimates
Actual fingerprints at position estimates

18

indoor localization is considered here for radio map estimation. The curves shown here use LLE approximations of the
covariance matrices. The localization requests considered
are 1%. The algorithm is run for 1 and 10 iterations. Another
curve is plotted, which does not take into account the
localization requests and use only calibration readings to
estimate the radio map. The comparison of the curves show
considerable improvement in performance when localization requests are included as the labeled data for radio map
estimation. The performance improvement is really high
at 1% of the fingerprinting load. The percentage improvement in performance for 1 iteration and 10 iterations of
the algorithm is 44% and 52%, respectively, at 1% of the
fingerprinting load.
7.3 Effect of using actual fingerprints for labeled data
at estimated positions
The indoor localization algorithm outputs position estimates for the localization requests, which are already in
some error. This leaves us with the question: How far we
are in estimating the radio map if we are not using actual
fingerprints at the concerned grid points? Figures 13 and 14
(using heat kernel and LLE approximations for covariance
matrices respectively) show the comparison of including the
localization requests and corresponding position estimates
with that of the actual fingerprints at those estimated positions. The localization requests considered here again are 1%
and the indoor localization algorithm is run for 1 iteration.
The comparison of the curves show that we are not far away
in rms error. The rms error, by not using actual fingerprints
at concerned grid points, falls in between 1∼2 dBm.
7.4

Pictorial view of estimated RSS readings

Figure 15 shows the actual RSS signal strengths measured
from the first AP4 . The bright colors in larger filled circles
4. The first AP is actually the AP 1 shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 14. Effect of using actual fingerprints for labeled data at estimated
positions. LLE approximation is used here

show stronger signal strengths. The color darkens and size
of the circle reduces with the decreasing signal strength. The
minute dots around top right corner of the figure shows
no coverage by AP 1. The localization requests considered

85
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Fig. 12. Effect of including localization requests in radio map estimation.
LLE aaproximation is used here
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Fig. 15. Radio Map showing actual RSS signal strengths measured from
AP 1

are 1% and the calibration readings (fingerprints) are also
1%. The estimated RSS signal strengths shown here consider
approximation of the covariance matrices by using LLE. The
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signal strength map obtained by 1 iteration of the indoor
localization algorithm is shown in Figure 16. Figure 17
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Fig. 16. Radio Map showing estimated RSS signal strengths for AP 1
(It = 1)

shows the similar map but with 10 iterations of the indoor
localization algorithm.
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Fig. 17. Radio Map showing estimated RSS signal strengths for AP 1
(It = 10)
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The comparison of using actual fingerprints instead of localization requests accumulated at the estimated positions
shows that we are doing only 1∼2 dBm worse.

C ONCLUSION

The proposed indoor localization framework using unsupervised manifold alignment with geometry perturbation
almost eliminates the workload required for practical deployment of such systems. The collection of very small
number of fingerprints together with some crowd sourced
readings, localization requests and indoor plan coordinates
help in location sensing. The remarkable performance is
achieved at very small number of calibration points (approximately 1%) as compared to semi-supervised approaches.
Due to the reduction in fingerprinting load (almost 99%),
the practical deployment of proposed indoor localization
system in a new indoor environment does not require any
initial setup time. Secondly, the few collected fingerprints
together with few localization requests, treated as labeled
data, help to estimate the complete radio map of the indoor
environment instantaneously. The inclusion of localization
requests for radio map estimation shows almost 50% performance improvement as compared to using only fingerprints.
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